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Abstract

The Lyman-Alpha Mapping Project (LAMP) UV spectrograph on board the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter
observed comet C/2013 A1 (Siding Spring) from lunar orbit at closest approach. On 2014 September 5, Siding
Spring came within ∼0.89 au of the Earth–Moon system and provided an opportunity for LAMP to contribute to
the broader campaign of observations. The comet coma was imaged during two consecutive orbits, approximately
2 hr apart. Coma emissions of atomic oxygen were resolved within LAMP observations at distances up to
∼1.4× 106 km from the comet nucleus. We report an atomic production rate for the observed oxygen of
9.42± 0.22× 1027 s−1. We additionally place upper limits on the column densities of candidate species including
noble gases and primary transitions. Leveraging this, we place upper limits on the production of hydrogen and
carbon of <3.59× 1026 s−1 and <8.41× 1025 s−1, respectively. Additionally, we derive OH and H2O production
rates and estimate an upper limit on the production of CO. The H2O (8.17± 2.64× 1027 s−1) and OH
(7.53± 2.244× 1027 s−1) production rates are found to be in general agreement with previous studies when
production rates are derived utilizing oxygen observations, branching ratios, and empirical formulations. Similarly,
the upper limit on the production of CO (<1.33× 1028 s−1) is found to be in good agreement with previous studies
(within ∼10%) when we utilize the upper limit on CO Fourth Positive group emissions.

Unified Astronomy Thesaurus concepts: Comets (280); Comae (271); Spectroscopy (1558); Long period comets
(933); Oort cloud (1157)

1. Introduction

Oort Cloud comets (OCCs) are among the most primitive
objects available for study in the solar system. These objects
formed early in the evolution of our protoplanetary disk and
have undergone little thermal evolution when compared to
similarly aged bodies owing to their distant location (Bockelée-
Morvan et al. 2004; Mumma & Charnley 2011; A’Hearn et al.
2012). Investigations of these comets can reveal their physical
structure and chemical composition; such information is crucial
in understanding the history of the early solar system and its
formation. Unlike Jupiter-family comets, OCCs may exhibit a
variety of orbits out of the ecliptic plane with high relative
velocities, making them difficult to observe at short distances.

Comet C/2013 A1 (Siding Spring), a long-period OCC, was
discovered traveling toward the inner solar system in 2013
January (McNaught et al. 2013) and was projected to have a
close encounter with Mars on 2014 October 19, approaching
within 141,000 km (JPL Horizons system; Giorgini et al. 1996).
As a dynamically new comet, i.e., entering the inner solar system
for the first time in its lifetime as identified by its semimajor axis
(Bodewits et al. 2015), Siding Spring had likely not undergone
significant heating since it was stored in the Oort Cloud. This
discovery thus spurred community interest and incited a broad

observational campaign. In particular, the comet’s dust and gas
production and evolution (e.g., Li et al. 2014; Mainzer et al.
2014; Tricarico et al. 2014; Opitom et al. 2016) and the effects
on the Martian atmosphere (e.g., Benna et al. 2015; Crismani
et al. 2015, 2018; Schneider et al. 2015) were widely observed.
The sublimation of cometary ices produces a transient

atmosphere, or coma, around the nucleus that is dependent on
temperature, heliocentric distance, and solar conditions. The
H2O and OH production rates for Siding Spring were derived
using a variety of instruments at varying heliocentric distances
including the following five platforms: (1) the UltraViolet-
Optical Telescope on board Swift (Bodewits et al. 2015), which
observed the comet between 4.5 and 1.4 au; (2) the Imaging
Ultraviolet Spectrograph (IUVS) on board the Mars Atmos-
phere and Volatile EvolutioN (MAVEN) spacecraft and
MAVEN IUVS echelle detector, which observed the comet at
1.5 and 1.59 au (Crismani et al. 2015; Mayyasi et al. 2020); (3)
an imaging instrument suite on board the Balloon Observation
Platform for Planetary Science, which observed the comet at
1.1 au (Cheng et al. 2017); (4) the TRAPPIST telescope, which
observed the comet between 4.95 and 2.13 au (Opitom et al.
2016); and (5) the Nançay radio telescope, which observed the
comet at 1.30–1.36 au and 1.44–1.48 au (Crovisier et al. 2014).
Collectively, these observations allow for a detailed study of
the H2O production rate of Siding Spring versus heliocentric
distance and time.
With the close approach of Siding Spring to the Moon, the

Lyman-Alpha Mapping Project (LAMP; Gladstone et al. 2010),
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a far-ultraviolet (FUV) imaging spectrograph on board the
Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO; Chin et al. 2007), was
presented with an opportunity to observe a long-period comet
at a distance of less than 1 au. LAMP orbits the Moon in a
nadir-pointing polar orbit and is primarily used to study the
lunar surface, exosphere, and volatile transport processes.
Nonetheless, on 2014 September 5, approximately 6 weeks
prior to the close encounter between Siding Spring and Mars,
LRO slewed away from the Moon, and LAMP observed the
coma of Siding Spring; the nucleus was neither resolved nor
detected. We report ultraviolet spectral observations of Siding
Spring and spatial signatures of oxygen and hydrogen
emissions in Section 2. LAMP observations are used to infer
column density and model production rates for atomic oxygen
and place upper limits on the column density of candidate
species in Section 3. Section 4 presents our results on the
inferred OH and H2O production rates and upper limits on the
CO production rate. These results are compared with previous
observations in Section 5, and the conclusions are summarized
in Section 6.

2. Observations

2.1. LRO-LAMP Description

LAMP was designed to measure reflected FUV light from
the lunar surface and, in particular, permanently shadowed
regions. Light enters the instrument, reflects from a telescope
mirror, and is transmitted through a 0°.3× 6°.0 entrance slit.
The light passing through the slit encounters a diffraction
grating and is measured by a double-delay line microchannel
plate (MCP) detector. The MCP detector has an effective pixel
format of 1024 (spectral) pixels by 32 (spatial) pixels, where
725 by 21 pixels are actively illuminated and cover a passband
of 570–1960Å (Gladstone et al. 2010). However, detections
obtained between spectral pixels 458 and 501 (1165.7 and
1245.7Å) are degraded due to detector gain degradation effects
at Lyα wavelengths (Grava et al. 2019).

The LAMP instrument is affected by a ghost image of the
Lyα emission caused by the Lyα light reflected from the front
surface of the MCP detector to the grating and then back to the

detector. This process creates a ghost image that is mirror-
inverted at a wavelength directly proportional to the wave-
length of the observed light. Due to the inversion, the 1216Å
Lyα signature from row 4 and column ∼485 is mapped to the
Lyα ghost image on row 24 in the column near ∼1000Å. The
ratio between the nominal Lyα detection and the Lyα ghost of
that emission over time has been tracked by Grava et al. (2019)
to produce a scaling factor that is utilized to recover the Lyα
flux of current observations that are degraded by the Lyα gain
degradation effects.

2.2. LAMP Observing Geometry

At its closest range, on 2014 September 5, comet Siding
Spring approached within∼1.57 au of the Sun and∼0.89 au of
the Moon. At this time, LRO slewed away from the Moon such
that Siding Spring was centered on row 13 of the LAMP field
of view (FOV). The first LAMP stare observation began at
11:42:30 UTC and continued for 1504 s; this was followed by
another ∼1504 s stare observation at 13:42:30 UTC on the
subsequent LRO orbit. Figure 1 shows the observing geometry
and summarizes the system geometric details. At the time of
observation, Siding Spring was above the ecliptic plane, and its
coma was observed mostly in the antisunward direction. The
LAMP line of sight (LOS) was offset from the ecliptic plane
normal by 21°.5. The solar beta angle, the angle between the
Sun and LRO’s orbital plane, was +4°, and the Sun–observer–
target (solar elongation) angle was 111°.5. Lastly, the solar
radio flux at 10.7 cm, an indicator of solar activity, was 147.2
solar flux units based on observations obtained at the Dominion
Radio Astrophysical Observatory (DRAO), signifying active
solar conditions (Luppen et al. 2020).

2.3. LAMP Observations

The LAMP measurements from the stare observations from
each of the two LRO orbits are combined to create a compiled
two-dimensional spectral/spatial image of the Siding Spring
observations (Figure 2). Three distinct features are evident in
the spectrogram: an oxygen emission line at 1304Å (O I
λ1304) within a few rows and the Lyα emission line at 1216Å

Figure 1. LAMP observed comet Siding Spring (SS) from the Earth–Moon system (E/M) on 2014 September 5 during active solar conditions. The LAMP LOS was
in the antisunward direction and offset from the ecliptic plane normal by 21°. 5.
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(H I λ1216) and the corresponding Lyα ghost at∼ 1000Å,
each covering many rows. Comet Siding Spring was centered
on row 13 during the pointed observations, and the extended
oxygen emission is captured in rows 11–14. The Lyα emission
line is the most prominent feature in the LAMP spectral image,
and the broad Lyα wings extend across∼ 100Å. The
background Lyα sky-glow emissions, including sources such
as the interplanetary medium, fill LAMP’s slit, which is
mapped to the active area of the detector in rows 4–24.
Cometary hydrogen features are thus expected to be concen-
trated within rows 11–14 (where O I λ1304 signatures were
observed).

The center of the Lyα emission line is observed to be
relatively dark. Darkening of the line center is due to the
decreased sensitivity of the instrument at the center of the Lyα
emission line owing to extensive charge depletion of the MCP
detector over the LRO mission. This is caused by continued
exposure to high count rates. The gain depletion at Lyα
wavelengths on the LAMP detector with time was character-
ized by Grava et al. (2019), who developed a method to scale
the counts at Lyα wavelengths to recover Lyα observations
that are lost due to charge depletion effects on gain. The Lyα
ghost at ∼1000Å, an inverted image of the Lyα emission, does
not exhibit a decrease in counts at the line center, as it has not
yet reached the gain depletion threshold. However, as a result
of the inversion (described in Section 2.1), the Lyα ghost is
offset from the Lyα emission line such that any cometary Lyα
ghost signatures would be captured throughout rows 14–17
instead of rows 11–14.

In this study, we attempt to recover the primary Lyα line flux
through two methods: first, by scaling the observed primary
Lyα flux, and second, by scaling the Lyα ghost flux. The first
method was developed by Grava et al. (2019), who found that
the ratio between the Lyα ghost (at 20Å pixel−1 resolution) at
a given row and at the primary Lyα at the corresponding row
can be utilized to recover the primary Lyα flux, where the ratio
increases from the day of launch. In this case, the observed
primary Lyα flux is scaled by the correction ratio for the day of
observation. In the second method, the ratio between the
primary Lyα detection at a given row and the Lyα ghost at the
corresponding row from the start of the mission, before the
detector showed evidence of gain depletion, is utilized to
produce a second, independent correction factor. This correc-
tion factor assumes that if gain degradation was not present, the
ratio between the primary Lyα detection at a given row and the

Lyα ghost would not vary with time. In this second case, the
correction factor is applied to the Lyα ghost measurements to
reproduce the expected primary Lyα flux levels. These scaling
factors were found to be ∼15 for the primary Lyα line
correction and ∼165 for the Lyα ghost correction. These
scaling factors are applied on a row-by-row basis to scale
primary Lyα and Lyα ghost emissions.

2.4. Spectral Profile

Counts were extracted from rows containing cometary
signatures (rows 11–14) and cometary ghost signatures (rows
14–17) to produce spectra. Detections from rows directly below
and above these rows are used as background values. Integrated
counts from rows 8 and 9 and 17 and 18 are averaged together
and subtracted from rows 11–14 for reporting the primary Lyα
feature, while integrated counts from rows 11 and 12 and 19 and
20 are averaged and subtracted from rows 14–17 for assessment
of the Lyα ghost–related emission enhancement. Background-
subtracted integrated counts (red) from rows 11–14 and 14–17 at
LAMP’s spectral resolution of∼1.8Å are shown in Figures 3(a)
and (b); background and raw spectra are shown in gray and
black, respectively. Locations where the derived background
spectrum overestimates the true background signal lead to a
calculated negative integrated count value that remains at zero
flux within the errors and is interpreted as a nondetection. The
LAMP spectral range (570–1960Å) is additionally binned to
encompass 69 spectral bins at ∼20Å pixel−1 resolution to match
the resolution of the Lyα correction developed by Grava et al.
(2019). Background-subtracted and scaled spectra at ∼20Å
pixel−1 resolution for primary Lyα and Lyα ghost signatures are
shown in Figures 3(c) and (d), respectively. Oxygen (O I λ1304)
is positively detected within rows 11–14 (Figure 3(a)). However,
despite scaling by the determined correction ratios, cometary
hydrogen (H λ1216) emissions are not confidently detected
throughout rows 11–14 (Figure 3(c)) or 14–17, as is further
shown in Section 2.5.
Integrated counts from rows 11–14 at ∼1.8Å resolution are

displayed in Figure 4 (gray) to show detectability limits for faint
candidate emission lines that were not evident in the LAMP
spectral image (Figure 2). Corresponding 3σ errors based on the
statistical uncertainty are shaded. A 9 pixel boxcar-smoothed
spectrum is further shown in red. We investigate principal
transitions, noble gases (He, Ar, and Ne), sulfur (1429 and
1479Å) and carbon (1561 and 1657Å) multiplets, and various

Figure 2. LAMP spectral image of Siding Spring observations on 2014 September 5. Atomic oxygen (O I λ1304) and hydrogen (H I λ1216) and the corresponding
Lyα ghost (∼1000 Å) are distinctly visible.
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other candidate species indicated by dashed orange lines. The CO
Fourth Positive group emissions between 1400 and 1700Å are
also investigated. A CO fluorescence model for the CO Fourth
Positive system (smoothed to match the resolution of the 9 pixel
boxcar-smoothed LAMP spectra) is shown in black for quiet
solar conditions (Bodewits et al. 2020). Variations in the CO
spectra due to a difference in solar conditions are expected to be
within ∼15% (Feldman et al. 2018). Candidate species emissions
are not confidently detected but allow us to place 3σ upper limits
on counts, brightness, and average column density (Section 3.1)
by summing over the FWHM (∼26 Å). We note that solar
reflectance features, including a characteristic C II 1335Å solar
emission line, were not detected within the integrated counts for
rows 11–14 or 14–17, excluding any signatures of the nucleus
and dust reflectance of solar light in these data.

2.5. Spatial Profile

As an imaging spectrograph, LAMP is capable of character-
izing the spatial distribution of observed species. In order to
investigate the spatial profile of oxygen, we integrate over the
entire spectral profile utilizing 31 spectral pixels for oxygen
(1.8Å pixel−1 resolution), equivalent to a line width of ∼55Å.
Figure 5(a) shows the spatial distribution of oxygen. Cometary
oxygen signatures are found to extend spatially throughout four
LAMP spatial pixels corresponding to rows 11–14. At 0.89 au,
one 0°.3 by 0°.3 LAMP spatial pixel maps to an area of 7× 105

by 7× 105 km. The oxygen coma is thus detected at distances
up to ∼1.4× 106 km from the comet center.

We again search for cometary Lyα signatures. However, due
to poor signal quality, we were unable to detect hydrogen
signatures above the background. Figure 5(b) shows this result
where the primary Lyα profile (black) and the Lyα ghost
profile (red) were constructed by utilizing five and four spectral
bins, respectively. Since one spectral bin encompasses 20Å,

this is equivalent to line widths of ∼100Å for Lyα and ∼80Å
for the Lyα ghost. Profiles shown in Figure 5(b) are scaled by
the corresponding correction factors to redress gain-depletion
effects, as described previously. The Lyα ghost image has been
offset and inverted to match the primary Lyα distributions from
the comet center. Although the primary Lyα profile is shown to
increase away from the comet center, this may be a remnant
artifact of the gain depletion at Lyα wavelengths and shows
that while the Lyα counts are corrected, the line shape is not.
Further, the propagated error bars within the Lyα and Lyα
ghost profiles are shown to be greatly underestimated, even
though they have been scaled by the corresponding correction
factors. Since cometary hydrogen emissions are not detected
above the background of interplanetary hydrogen emissions,
we instead place 3σ upper limits on hydrogen emissions
(Section 3.1) based on the standard deviation of points in the
Lyα ghost profile (1σ is ∼1× 105 counts).

3. Analyses

3.1. Brightness and Column Densities

Utilizing the spatial and spectral profiles (Figures 3 and 5),
we integrate counts within the FWHM (26Å) for each species,
accumulating counts throughout the corresponding LAMP
rows and spatial columns. The total integrated counts for a
given spectral line are converted to total integrated brightness
in Rayleighs (1 Rayleigh= 106/4π photons s−1 cm−2 sr−1) by
dividing the integrated counts by the integration time (1504 s),
the solid angle of the instrument (2.74× 10−5 sr), and the
wavelength-dependent effective area of the detector. The
LAMP effective area at 1304Å is ∼0.48 cm2. Although the
emission line at oxygen 1304 extends throughout ∼55Å, we
accumulate counts within the FWHM for comparisons to
candidate species in Table 1. Elsewhere in the paper, we

Figure 3. Spectral signatures from Siding Spring observations. The integrated background counts (gray) are subtracted from the raw integrated counts (black) to
produce the background-subtracted integrated counts (red) for the rows containing the comet observation (rows 11–14; panel (a)) and the cometary Lyα ghost (rows
14–17; panel (b)). Spectral signatures are binned to 20 Å pixel−1 resolution and scaled by a correction factor to produce corrected Lyα signatures (rows 11–14; panel
(c)) and ghost signatures (rows 14–17; panel (d)). The residual spectra (dotted red) have been scaled by 100 in panel (c) and 10 in panel (d).
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describe the measurement of oxygen 1304 using the full width
of the line (55Å). Integrated counts and derived brightness
values for oxygen and upper limits on counts and brightnesses
for several candidate species and hydrogen are summarized in
Table 1. As described in Section 2.5, the standard deviation of

points in the Lyα ghost profile is used to estimate the 1σ
measurement uncertainty for hydrogen.
The g-factor (also known as the fluorescence efficiency factor

or emission rate factor) is utilized to derive the average LOS
column number density N in cm−2. The g-factor (photons s−1)

Figure 4. Background-subtracted counts from the Siding Spring observation integrated over rows 11–14 (gray). The 9 pixel boxcar-smoothed spectrum is shown in
red, and a CO Fourth Positive spectrum from Bodewits et al. (2020) smoothed to match the LAMP resolution is shown as a black curve. The 3σ errors are shaded in
gray. Candidate emission line positions are denoted by dashed orange lines.

Figure 5. Background-subtracted spatial count profiles (integrated over wavelength bins) for (a) O I λ1304 (black) emissions and (b) the primary Lyα line (black) and
corresponding Lyα ghost (red) along the length of the LAMP slit. The Lyα counts are scaled by ∼15, and Lyα ghost counts are scaled by ∼165.
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is a function of heliocentric distance and, at 1 au, is given by
(e.g., Chamberlain & Hunten 1987; Feldman et al. 2004)

g
e

mc
f F, 1 au , 1

2

2
2l

p
l p w= l( ) ( )

where πe2/m1c2= 8.85× 10−21 cm2 Å−1. Further, λ is the
transition wavelength in Å, fλ is the dimensionless absorption
oscillator strength, πF is the solar flux in units of photons
cm−2 s−1 Å−1, and w̃ is the single scattering albedo. Due to
low spectral resolution, we assume that the single scattering
albedo is approximately equal to unity. We adopt the
absorption oscillator strengths given by the National Institute
of Standards and Technology (Kramida et al. 2020). For the
case of CO, we utilize absorption oscillator strengths by Chan
et al. (1993). Further, we adopt solar irradiance measurements
reported by the Solar EUV Experiment (Woods et al. 2005)
for the time of observation. Solar irradiances H in units of W
m−2 nm−1 are converted to the solar flux F (photons cm−2 s−1

Å−1) through the relation H= F hc λ−1, where h is Planck’s
constant. The average LOS column density is subsequently
calculated directly from the brightness (Rayleigh) of their
emission lines via

N
B

g r
10

1 au
, 2

h

6
2

= -( )
( )

where the g-factor at 1 au is scaled with heliocentric distance rh
in astronomical units. In the case of candidate species, we
utilize upper limits on brightness to place upper limits on
average column density. Average oxygen and candidate species
column densities (upper limits) are given in Table 1.

Mixing ratios relative to oxygen (X/O) are provided for
each upper limit species in Table 1 and compared with the
relative abundance ratios reported by previous studies to
determine whether the values are constraining. In general,

we find nonconstraining upper limits for noble gases. For
example, the Ar/O ratio for comet 67P/Churyumov–
Gerasimenko (10−6; Rubin et al. 2019) as measured by the
mass spectrograph is significantly lower than the Ar/O ratio
derived in this study (10−3). However, the upper limit on
sulfur is found to be constraining, since the S/O ratio
derived here (10−2) is comparable to that expected for an
average comet and those measured at other times for comet
67P (10−2; Rubin et al. 2019).

3.2. Production Rates from Observations

For large FOVs that encompass the entire coma, knowledge of
the total flux, the g-factor g in s−1 (Table 1), and the species
lifetime τ in seconds can be utilized to derive species production
rates Q (molecules s−1) through the relation (Feldman et al. 2004)

Q
F

g r r

4

,
, 3i

i

i i

2p l
l t

=
D ( )

( ) ( )
( )

where Δ is the geocentric distance in centimeters. The
integrated counts are used to derive the total flux F in photons
cm−2 s−1 for each species i at the time of observation (Table 2)
by dividing the integrated counts by the wavelength-dependent
effective area and exposure time. We note that the product of g
and τ is independent of distance, since g and τ vary as r−2 and
r2, respectively. Additionally, species’ lifetimes are inversely
proportional to the rate coefficient and dependent on solar
conditions. In this analysis, we utilize rate coefficients reported
by Huebner & Mukherjee (2015) for active solar conditions
reported by DRAO. Derived lifetimes for oxygen, hydrogen,
carbon, and carbon monoxide are summarized in Table 2.
At a distance of ∼0.89 au, we find that oxygen is produced at

a rate of QO= 8.7± 0.24× 1027 s−1, while hydrogen, carbon,
and CO are produced at upper limit rates of QH< 3.59× 1026,
QC< 8.41× 1025, and QCO< 1.33× 1028 s−1. These upper

Table 1
Integrated Counts, Brightness, Average LOS Column Density, and Mixing Ratios Relative to Oxygen

Species Wavelength (Å) Counts Brightness (Rayleighs) g-factor at 1 au (s−1) Column Density (cm−2) X/O

O 1304a 1.12 ± 0.03 E4 7.00 ± 0.16 2.75 E-6 6.36 ± 0.15 E12 1.0 (definition)
H 1216b <4.98 E5 <234.16 5.66 E-4 <1.07 E12 <1.7E-1
N 1134 <460 <0.25 5.36 E-8 <1.16 E13 <1.8
He 584 <280 <4.96 4.54 E-7 <2.71 E13 <4.3
Ne 630 <201 <5.90 1.89 E-8 <7.75 E14 <1.2E2
Ar 1048 <326 <2.30 1.10 E-4 <5.19 E10 <8.2E-3
S 1814 <229 <1.15 1.84 E-4 <1.55 E10 <2.4E-3
CO 1085–1090 <393 <0.66 8.14 E-8 <2.01 E13 <3.2
CO 1400–1700 <829 <1.23 2.94 E-7 <1.04 E13 <1.6
S 1429 <324 <0.32 4.10 E-6 <1.94 E11 <3.1E-2
S 1479 <287 <0.36 5.25 E-6 <1.70 E11 <2.7E-2
C 1561 <263 <0.46 1.09 E-6 <1.05 E12 <1.7E-1
C 1657 <245 <0.63 4.56 E-5 <3.43 E10 <5.4E-3
O 834 <214 <3.72 4.15 E-7 <2.22 E13 < 3.5
O 878 <223 <2.54 7.54 E-8 <8.36 E13 <1.3E1
O 1356 <403 <0.30 1.91 E-11 <3.90 E16 <6.1E3

Notes.
a The oxygen column density and uncertainties in this table use the summation of pixels within the FWHM for comparisons to other species, as reported in relative
abundances in the rightmost column. Elsewhere in the paper, we describe the measurement of oxygen 1304 using the full width of the line.
b The upper limit on integrated counts is estimated by the standard deviation of points. A scale factor of ∼165 is used to convert the integrated count upper limit for
the Lyα ghost feature into approximate upper limits on primary Lyα count levels. A scale factor of ∼5 × 10−3 is used to convert integrated count upper limits into
integrated brightness upper limits in Rayleighs.
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limits lead to production rate limits relative to oxygen of ∼1%
for hydrogen and carbon and ∼150% for carbon monoxide.

We note that the derived upper limit on carbon production is
on the same order of magnitude but∼four times larger than the
combined C2 and C3 production rates measured by Opitom
et al. (2016) near the time of the LAMP observations.
Therefore, the production of atomic carbon may be dominated
by the dissociation of C2 and C3 where the presence of
additional carbon-bearing species is not excluded. Owing to the
long lifetime of CO (Table 2), CO is not expected to be a
primary parent species of atomic carbon. However, assuming
the case where CO is the primary source of atomic carbon and
utilizing CO branching ratios by Huebner et al. (1992), we find
QC< 5.85× 1027 and QO< 5.99× 1027 s−1. Therefore, we
conclude that the LAMP-derived carbon upper limit is
consistent with the total carbon produced from the combined
dissociation of CO, C2, C3, and short-lived species, as
expected. In other words, the estimated atomic carbon can be
explained by the combined dissociation of CO and short-lived
carbon-bearing species.

3.3. Error Analysis

Uncertainties in this analysis include systematic uncertainties
that vary with time due to gain degradation effects, uncertainties in
the background subtraction, and uncertainties in how accurately
the models can estimate the species’ production rates. Statistical
uncertainties obey Poisson statistics, and the 1σ standard deviation
is approximated by the square root of the counts prior to the
background subtraction, where the standard deviation is utilized to
estimate upper limits on candidate species. Propagated uncertain-
ties in the background spectra are included in the overall
uncertainties through a sum of squares, with no estimation for
systematic effects included, since statistical uncertainties are
expected to dominate. However, in the case of Lyα, the
systematic error dominates over the statistical error owing to the
gain depletion, and 1σ errors are estimated by the standard
deviation of points in the Lyα ghost profile. Additional
uncertainties are introduced when estimating cometary production
rates. We estimate the uncertainties introduced by our modeling
efforts to be ∼30% for all models.

4. Gas Production Rates

In order to constrain cometary H2O, OH, and CO production
rates, we estimate production rates utilizing a few different
complementary methods. We employ oxygen observations and
CO upper limits, as well as branching ratios, empirical
formulations, and the three-generation Haser-like model.
Production rates derived for comet Siding Spring are further

compared to previously published rates at similar observation
times and heliocentric distances in Section 5.

4.1. Production Rates for OH and H2O

As H2O sublimates from the nucleus surface, it will
photodissociate and ionize via multiple channels (Combi
et al. 2004). For example, H2O may dissociate into OH and a
single H atom, H2 and an O atom, or two H atoms and a single
O atom. During solar maximum, relative branching ratios are
∼80% for OH + H, ∼10% for H2 + O, and ∼10% for 2H + O.
If H2O dissociates via the first dissociation chain, the resulting
OH may ionize to produce OH+ (<10% relative branching
ratio) or further photodissociate into an O and H atom (>90%
relative branching ratio). Knowledge of the oxygen production
rate can therefore be utilized to estimate the overall OH
production rate. If we neglect the atomic oxygen contribution
from the dissociation of O2 and assume that the measured
atomic oxygen (Section 3.2) is produced solely from the
dissociation of H2O and OH, then QOH≅ 0.8 QO. Through
this method, we estimate an OH production rate of QOH≈
7.53± 2.44× 1027 s−1. The OH production rates derived from
H observations do not add value to this analysis due to the
inability to distinguish cometary hydrogen emissions from the
background and are not used to estimate the OH production
rate in this study. Nonetheless, the oxygen-derived OH
production rate is in close agreement with the results from
Opitom et al. (2016). Siding Spring observations from the
TRAPPIST telescope on September 4 and 6 yielded OH
production rates of 7.57± 1.17× 1027 and 7.12± 1.29× 1027

s−1. Our oxygen-derived OH production rate is thus within
10%, indicative that our QOH≅ 0.8 QO assumption is
satisfactory for this analysis at large spatial scales.
Next, we utilize an empirical relation developed by Cochran

& Schleicher (1993) based on comet observations in order to
relate H2O and OH production rates:

Q r Q1.361 . 4hH O
0.5

OH2 = - ( )

At 1.57 au, we find a water production rate of QH O2 =
8.17± 2.64× 1027 s−1.
For comparison, we additionally derive the H2O production

rate by employing a three-generation Haser-like model (O’dell
et al. 1988) assuming that the produced daughter and
granddaughter species travel only in the radial direction. The
Haser-like model allows us to relate the granddaughter column
density Ngd (km

−1) to the production rate of the original parent
species Qp (s

−1) via

N
Q

v
A H B H C H

2
5

p
p dgd gdr

p r
b r b r b r= + +( ) { ( ) ( ) ( )} ( )

Table 2
Total Species Flux, Lifetimes at 1 au, and Production Ratesa

Species Wavelength (Å) Total Flux (photons cm−2 s−1) τ at 1 au (s) Production Rate (s−1)

O 1304 17.71 ± 0.42 1.52 E6 9.42 ± 0.22 E27
H 1216a <531.01 5.81 E6 <3.59 E26
C 1657 <1.37 7.94 E5 <8.41 E25
CO 1400–1700 <2.68 1.52 E6 <1.33 E28

Note.
a The upper limit on integrated counts is estimated by the standard deviation of points. A scale factor of ∼165 is used to convert the integrated count upper limit for the
Lyα ghost feature into approximate upper limits on primary Lyα count levels. An effective area of ∼0.62 cm2 is used to convert integrated count rate into total flux.
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such that inverse scale lengths of species β are utilized to
estimate the H2O production rate. Constants A, B, and C are
determined by scale lengths, while H(βρ) is found through the
evaluation of the zero-order modified Bessel function of the
second kind K0(y) (O’dell et al. 1988). We utilize rate
coefficients reported in Huebner & Mukherjee (2015) to yield
species’ lifetimes and inverse scale lengths summarized in
Table 3. The radial expansion velocity v of atomic oxygen in
kilometers per second is approximated through its relation with
heliocentric distance rh such that v r0.85 h

0.5= - (Cochran &
Schleicher 1993) and is found to be ∼0.7 km s−1 at 1.57 au.
This leads to an H2O production rate of 1.51± 0.49× 1027 s−1.

We thus find that the H2O production rate derived utilizing
the Haser-like model produces a production rate that is
approximately a factor of 7 lower than the rate found through
the empirical formulation. Discrepancies in derived production
rates are likely due to error introduced by modeling efforts and
a difference in initial assumptions. The H2O production rates
derived empirically and through the Haser-like model are
compared with previous studies in Section 5; the H2O
production rate derived empirically is preferred, as it is found
to be in close agreement with previously published rates.

5. Comparisons with Previous Studies

In this section, we discuss the implications of the derived
production rates in terms of Siding Spring observations
conducted by previous studies. Production rates for H2O and
OH derived in this study are shown in Figure 6 by black
squares and triangles, respectively.

By comparing the H2O production rates estimated in this study
to H2O production rates near the time of the close approach
reported in previous studies (Figure 6(a); Kelley et al. 2014;
Bodewits et al. 2015; Crismani et al. 2015; Stevenson et al. 2015;
Cheng et al. 2017; Mayyasi et al. 2020), we find that the
empirically derived H2O production rates from oxygen

observations (7.58± 2.48× 1027 s−1) provide the best agreement
with H2O production rates reported by previous studies. However,
it is possible that the oxygen-derived H2O rate is slightly
overestimated due to our inclusion of O2-derived atomic oxygen.
The H2O production rate derived by utilizing the Haser-like model
produces a production rate that is approximately a factor of 7 lower
than the empirically derived H2O production rate.
Similarly, the derived OH production rate of 6.99±

2.29× 1027 s−1 is compared with OH production rates reported
by Crovisier et al. (2014) and Opitom et al. (2016) . Observations
by Opitom et al. (2016) occurred on the day before and after the
LAMP observations. When production rates derived in this study
are compared with observations by Opitom et al. (2016), we find
good agreement (within 10%; Figure 6(b)).
Lastly, we compare the derived upper limit on CO

production with NEOWISE observations by Stevenson et al.
(2015). The upper limit on the CO production rate of
<1.33× 1028 s−1 derived from the upper limit of the CO
Fourth Positive system is found to be in good agreement
(within ∼15%) when compared to the 2014 September
observation conducted ∼20 days after the LAMP observation.
We therefore report an H2O production rate of QH O2 =

7.58± 2.48× 1027 s−1, an OH production rate of QOH= 6.99±
2.29× 1027 s−1, and a CO upper limit rate of QCO< 1.33×
1028 s−1. These values lead to abundances related to water of 0.92
for OH and 1.75 for CO. Based on observations of>10 OCCs, the
CO abundance ratios relative to water vary greatly and are
expected to be as large as ∼30% (Bockelée-Morvan &
Biver 2017).

6. Conclusions

The LRO-LAMP conducted preperihelion coma observa-
tions of comet C/2013 A1 (Siding Spring) at its closest
approach to the Earth–Moon system at 0.89 au on 2014
September 5. LAMP observed the coma in the antisunward
direction and confidently detected atomic oxygen emissions (O
λ1304). We placed upper limits on column densities for several
candidate species, including hydrogen, carbon, carbon mon-
oxide, noble gases, and primary transitions, allowing for
elemental abundance comparisons with other comets in our
solar system. LAMP’s observations contribute information to
the overall temporal evolution of H2O and expand the set of
available CO and OH production rates for Siding Spring. We
thus demonstrated LAMP’s capability to characterize atomic
constituents within cometary comae during their near-Earth

Table 3
Lifetimes and Inverse Scale Lengths for H2O and Dissociation Products

Species τ at 1 au (s) β at 1 au (km−1)

H2O 5.68 E4 2.60 E-5
OH 1.39 E5 1.06 E-5
O 1.52 E6 9.73 E-7
H 5.81 E6 1.98 E-8

Figure 6. LAMP-derived (a) H2O and (b) OH production rates are compared with results from previous analyses. The method utilized to derive the reported
production rate is indicated next to the appropriate symbol. The reported 1σ error remains small, and error bars are not visible on the plot scale.
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apparitions in a way that is suitable for estimating the
production rates of parent and grandparent species.

The following is concluded from this analysis.

1. Observed oxygen emissions extending up to ∼1.4× 106

km from the comet center.
2. Constraining upper limits on the sulfur mixing ratio

relative to O (S/O < 10−2) and nonconstraining limits for
noble gases.

3. Upper limits on the production of hydrogen and carbon
of <3.59× 1026 s−1 and <8.41× 1025 s−1, respectively.

4. An OH production rate of 7.53± 2.44× 1027 s−1 and an
H2O production rate of 8.17± 2.64× 1027 s−1, in general
agreement with previous studies.

5. An upper limit on the CO production rate of
<1.33× 1028 s−1, in good agreement with previous
studies (within ∼10%).

LRO-LAMP is funded by NASA under contract
NNG05EC87C, whose financial support we gratefully acknowl-
edge. We thank then-students Clarissa M. Gray Seifert and Caleb
J. Seifert, who assisted with initial planning and data reduction.
Observations obtained at the Dominion Radio Astrophysical
Observatory, NRC Herzberg, Programs in Astronomy and
Astrophysics, National Research Council of Canada, were used
for the F10.7 flux within our analysis.
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